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Just as the population of Minnesota students in inner-city and first ring- suburban high
schools continues to grow more diverse in ethnicity, socioeconomic status, ability,
interest and motivation, so too grows the expectation that all students show adequate
yearly progress. Given the important challenge of holding all different types of students
to the same rigorous academic standard and with the goal of maximizing individual
reading comprehension growth, a series of differentiated units was developed using
data from the Northwest Evaluation Association's (NWEA) Measuring Academic
Progress (MAP) test. The student data generated from the MAP test along with
NWEA's Descartes Continuum of learning" allowed for manageable differentiation of
content and yielded better than normative reading comprehension growth in just over
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Differentiating Reading Comprehension Curriculum 1
Chapter 1 : lntroduction
When teachers attempt to teach something to their entire class at the same time,
chances are likely that one-third of the students already know it, one-third will learn it,
and the remaining third won't learn anything. So regardless of a teacher's intentions,
two-thirds of the children's time has been wasted (Katz, 1995). Teachers cannot
continue to apply a traditional "one size fits all" formula. lt is understandable that while
the population of students in today's classrooms continues to change, growing ever
more diverse ethnically, socioeconomically, and academically, educators are searching
for better methods to reach allaf their students. To adapt to the increases in class size,
greater diversity, and the passing of No Child Left Behind, some schools have begun to
use quantifiable data to measure the academic growth of their students in order to
design instruction that responds appropriately to the needs of the child. Using
summative assessments that generate data related to skills in reading or math allows for
clear and transparent expectations of growth on behalf of students. For example, based
on data generated from a summative reading test, the administration at lrondale High
School in New Brighton, Minnesota created an English Concepts course boasting of a
smaller class size and a slower pace, allowing the teacher to reach students who might
otherwise have been deemed the one-third who will never get it. This course uses
differentiated instruction techniques and quantifiable data to determine a student's
readiness to learn, thus, students are given a greater opportunity to experience success
for, perhaps, the first time in their academic Iives. Students enrolled in the English
Concepts classroom at lrondale High School are at-risk to fail the Minnesota
Comprehensive Assessment for reading. Therefore, they have been enrolled in an
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English Concepts course designed to differentiate curriculum based on student need,
interest and readiness level.
lrondale High School's purpose for bringing a group of students with similar
instructional needs into the same classroom is to specifically target shared areas of
needed growth. Students that struggle to comprehend what they read, for example,
require an intervention that directly targets skills related to such literacy concepts as
vocabulary expansion, drawing inferences, identifying an author's purpose and
understanding literary techniques. When the class only varies slightly in instructional
need it becomes manageable for an educator to differentiate the content and process by
which they attempt to reach their students. Perhaps more importantly, a differentiated
approach to teaching also allows for students to vary the way in which they express
what they have learned. While some students may be best suited for the traditional
pre-tesUpost test model, others may prove more expressive of their knowledge through
essays, story boards/illustrations, oral presentations, VLOGS, or other presentation
based projects. The differentiation of curriculum and instruction within the English
Concepts classroom at lrondale High School creates an environment of options and
opportu nity.
Site Description
The mission of the English Concepts course at lrondale High School is to limit the
range of instructional needs in a group of students with language arts related difficulties.
The freshman and sophomore students in Room 221 receive targeted English Concepts
instruction primarily because they have been deemed "at-risk" to fail the Minnesota
Comprehensive Assessment (MCA) for reading comprehension, a standardized test
required for a high school diploma and in place because of No Child Left Behind
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Iegislation. More precisely, the English Concepts students in Room221 were targeted
because they consistently score below proficiency on summative reading tests provided
by the Northwest Evaluation Association (wurw.nwea.org). NWEA's reading
comprehension test, which Mounds Vlew Public Schools and over 3400 other districts
use, measures academic progress over time, and has been statistically aligned to
determine whether a student is prepared to comprehend proficiently on the MCA ll
Reading Comprehension test. According to NWEA, which writes and administers the
Measuring Academic Progress (MAP) assessment, the MAP test is a state-aligned
adaptive evaluation program providing educators with information to better target
instructional strategies. Students can take the test up to four times a year and the data
produced from the assessment can be used to make student-focused decisions based
entirely on their learning readiness level. NWEA explains a student's readiness level by
comparing it to a road map toward achieving mastery (NWEA.com). The purpose of
determining a learning readiness Ievel is to pinpoint where on a continuum of learning a
student is prepared to learn from and the next concept that needs to be introduced in
order for that student to show growth. The English Concepts course at lrondale High
School uses the NWEA test, data and the Descartes continuum of learning to guide,
design, implement and measure curriculum. NWEA designed the Descartes
continuum of learning and defines it as a dynamic tool providing educators with
information they need to meet the academic needs of each student. The Descartes
continuum of learning orders specific reading, language usage, mathematics, and
science skills and concepts by achievement level. The skills and concepts in Descartes
are grouped along the continuum according to a student's RIT score (the score each
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student produces upon completion of a MAP test) making it easy and efficient for
teachers to access valuable insight into their student's abilities.
MAP test results produce a Rasch Unit (abbreviated as RIT) score which
provides educators with useful data to guide their instructional planning. A RIT is a unit
of measure that uses individual item difficulty values to estimate a student's instructional
level. NWEA aligns all of their test items on a RIT scale according to difficulty. Each
increasing RIT is assigned a numeric value, or RIT score, that indicates a higher level of
difficulty. As a student completes the MAP test, he or she is presented with items of
varying RITs or Ievels of difficulty. Once the MAP system determines the difficulty level
at which the student is able to pedorm and the system collects enough data to report a
student's abilities, the test ends and the student is assigned an overall RIT score. Using
a RIT Scale, the assessments measure a student's instructional level, allowing with the
guidance of Descarte,s, future curriculum to focus on the area of learning where a
student can make the greatest academic growth.
A Reading RIT score in the range of 227-232 on the NWEA reading test
correlates to an eighty to ninety percent likelihood that a student will score proficient on
the MCA ll reading test in the spring of their sophomore year (www.nwea.org). While all
the freshmen and sophomore English Concepts students at !rondale score below the
227-232 RIT range, their ability to comprehend what they read is not homogeneous. ln
fact, the overall reading RIT range of "at-risk" students enrolled in the tenth grade
English Concepts curriculum at lrondale High School varies from 202-225. A score
within this range clearly indicates students do not proficiently comprehend what they
read. Thus, students within the 202-225 RIT range are placed in English Concepts so
as to allow for manageable differentiated instruction with the goal of increasing student
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growth at a more rapid pace. The range in previous ninth and tenth grade English
courses was much wider (sometimes as much as 200-240+) and therefore less
conducive to individualized or targeted instruction. While not all lrondale High School
students with a RIT below 227 are placed into English Concepts (some are placed in
Read 180 and others with a RIT below 200 into a Reading skills class) the providing of a
smaller more reading intensive setting, allows for direct and targeted instruction that
utilizes the NWEA data to guide and begin instruction at the exact point in which the
students are ready to learn from. ln addition to an unlikelihood that a student with a RIT
score between 200 and 225 would pass the MCA reading test it is also unlikely that they
would have exceptional fluency, an expressive vocabulary, an ability tc decipher an
unknown word using the context of the sentence in which it appears, the ability to make
reasoned inferences and judgments, or an awareness of such literary techniques as
irony, hyperbole, metaphor, or foreshadowing. Additionally students with a RIT score
below 227 would also likely struggle to identify the main idea of an article, or an author's
purpose for writing lt. They would further struggle to differentiate fact from opinion or be
able to determine whether a piece of writing is objective or biased. These are the skills
most often targeted in the English Concepts classroom.
ln addition to an overall Reading RIT score, the NWEA reading test also
cornputes strand data in four areas of comprehension, Word RecognitionA/ocabulary,
Comprehension Narrative, Comprehension Informative and Literature. Since all four
areas of comprehension play an integral role in a student's overall ability to comprehend
what they have read, NWEA encourages teachers to specifically consult the Descartes
continuum of learning for Reading comprehension, which lists the specific criteria
students must understand in order to show continued growth and ultimately reach
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proficiency. Descartesarranges specific reading and language usage by achievement
level aligned to the goal structures and content of Minnesota State Standards. The
dedicated use of Descartes is crucial for educators who want incorporate their student's
reading RIT scores into their everyday curriculum as it is designed to help guide
instruction, based on data driven reports from the NWEA MAP test. Descartes enhances
a teacher's ability to implement curriculum based on individual student readiness and
provide targeted differentiated instruction (vvww.nwea.org).
It is not just the differing learning readiness levels amongst the students receiving
English Concepts instruction at lrondale High School that establishes a need for
differentiated instruction. The students also vary in ethnicity, with African American,
Asian, lndian, Latino, Native American and Caucasian all represented. ln fact, the
population of students enrolled this year in English Concepts represent eight different
countries including Moldova, Egypt, Thailand, Laos, Turkey, Kosovo, lndia and Mexico.
Diversity is additionally represented by varying levels of student motivation, interest
Ievel, learning style, parental support and socioeconomic status. For these reasons, the
English Concepts population of students requires a curriculum that caters to their
individual needs, and backgrounds, as well as their learning styles, interests and
a bilities.
Given a smaller and more manageable range of instructronal needs, and with the
guidance of Descartes and research backed claims made by NWEA, it is evident that
the English Concepts students at lrondale High School could demonstrate quantifiable
growth from a data-driven, researched-based differentiated curriculum. A goal
established within the IRONDALE HIGH SCHOOL Special Education department in the
fall of 2008 mandated that over 50 percent of ninth and tenth grade English Concepts
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students would improve their RIT score by more than the normative growth rates put
forth by NWEA (nine points of growth or more over the nine month school year) from
spring of 2008 to spring of 2009 on the NWEA IUAP reading comprehension test. To
help achieve this goal, a curriculum with a series of differentiated units based on strand
data from the NWEA Reading test was developed and implemented for the eighty
students enrolled in the English Concepts course. This data, collected from the October
2008 NWEA MAP test as the reading pre-test, along with research validated
differentiated instruction techniques, allowed for the administration of a set of
assignments, projects, quizzes and tests that individually targeted each student's
greatest reading comprehension needs. The research that follows provides insight into
the question What are best practices for writing differentiated curriculum using NWEA
data?
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
The following review of Literature is broken into two sections. The first section
defines differentiated instruction and details best practices for varying the content of
what is taught as well as the differing processes by which that content is administered.
This includes information pertaining to student readiness level, learning styles and
interest. The last portion of section one outlines the assortment of ways students can
show their understanding of the material. Section two details best practices for
differentiating instruction using NWEA RIT scores and the Descartes continuum of
lea rning.
Section 1 : Differentiated lnstruction
To differentiate instruction is to provide lessons in a variety of ways to meet the
needs of a variety of learners (Tomlinson, 1999). A differentiated approach refers
specifically to an educator's ability to identify varying background knowledge, readiness,
language, and preference in learning amongst their students. The process is used to
teach students of different abilities in the same class while targeting and maximizing
individual growth.
Differentiated instruction seeks to utilize the brain proficiently, with the goal of
increasing one's ability to process, store and retrieve information (Subban, 2006).
Educator intent must focus on starting each student's instruction on a Ievel they are
comfortable and capable of building on (a student's readiness level). Tomlinson (2003)
believes that in order for a student to show the greatest amount of academic growth, the
projects, assignment, quizzes and tests must appropriately challenge their level of
intelligence. lf it is too easy they are not learning; if it is too hard they will become
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frustrated and disengaged. Measurable and quantifiable learning takes places only
when a student adds new information to pre-existing knowledge (Tomlinson, 1999).
A teacher typically differentiates instruction based on content, process or product.
Content differentiation involves varying what is taught whereas process differentiation
involves varied opportunities for students to make sense of that content (Tomlinson &
Strickland, 2005). Product differentiation involves the providing of choices or varied
assignments or projects, which allow students to produce what they've learned in
multiple ways. While there is a significant amount of interconnectedness between all
three areas of differentiation, each is best defined through individual exploration.
Content is what a student needs to learn (facts), understand (concepts and
principles) and be able to perform (skills) as a result of a unit of study (Tomlinson, 1999).
Educators differentiate content when they recognize that some of their students are
ready for more complex, abstract, or multi-faceted input while others still need simple,
concrete or single-faceted approaches to the same information (Tomlinson, 1995).
Thus, the content is always the same, but the degree of complexity is adjusted based on
the readiness of each individual student. Educators who focus on content place an
emphasis on the teaching of fundamental concepts and skills needed if a student is to
understand a pafticular topic (Heacox,2002). ln this kind of a student-need based
scenario, some pupils knowledge will increase, as others gets reinforced. For students
making greater gains at a more rapid pace, a focus on complexity allows them to better
retain ideas, create stronger personal connections, and build bigger networks of
meaning for future learning (Tomlinson, 1995). Heacox (2002) suggests that content can
only by differentiated after data has been collected from a pre-assessment test. Only
then can teachers match specific activities with a student's level of readiness. Just as
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important, though, is that students be given rnore varied opportunities to explore a topic.
Teachers must guide their students to materials that best suit their interest and ability
level. lt can require that for any given topic, a teacher have on hand a wide variety of
materials that they can apply to each readiness level present in their classroom.
To present the content of a lesson in varying ways is to differentiate process
(Tomlinson, 1995). Certainly howone teaches their curriculum, must be adapted to the
various styles, preferences and readiness of their students. This requires a teacher to
employ a wide range of strategies focused on individuals or small groups, rather than
the class as a whole. After careful and absolute consideration of student prior
knowledge, interest and ability, an instructor that differentiates the process might
increase the complexity of their lesson or compress it; they might change the pace of
their lesson; they might ask questions that require greater critical thinking, or those that
seek basic understanding (Tomlinson, 1995). Additional information on differentiating
process based specifically on learning style, appears later in this Iiterature review.
The way in which a student demonstrates how much they learned at the end of a
differentiated unit, should be just as varied as the many ways in which they absorbed
the material. A teacher who differentiates product understands that students are capable
of expressing what they have come to know and understand in a variety of formats
(Tomlinson, 1995). For example, students might have the choice of writing an essay,
giving an oral presentation, or creating a performance as a way of demonstrating what
they learned. Creating a "Menu of Projects" for students to choose from, for example,
allows them a choice and a creative outlet for expressing the complexity of what they
have learned.
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To differentiate instruction in a way that caters specifically to each individual
student, educators must first take inventory of the unique personalities present in their
classrooms. This is done by using both formal and summative assessments to
determine what students are most interested in, figuring out what their learning style is,
and clearly targeting a stafting point in which each student can successfully begin
learning from. ln order to keep students engaged in the learning process it is imperative
that their interests are creatively incorporated into the curriculum (King-Shaver & Hunter,
2003). ln addition, since all students receive and process information differently,
knowing their learning style and providing instruction and assignments that
accommodate that style will increase student success (King-Shaver & Hunter, 2003).
Lastly, if students are to show growth, it is important that teachers accurately begin their
learning at a point where students can experience some level of comfort and success.
Learning readiness refers to a complex set of factors that affect the level of difficulty at
which students are ready to learn and the rate at which they grow (King-Shaver &
Hunter, 2003). Greater insight into how a teacher determines these three areas is
paramount in the development of a dynamic and discriminate curriculum.
One of the most important considerations of quality-differentiated teaching is
student interest (King-Shaver & Hunter, 2003). lt is important for teachers to assess the
varied interests of their students prior to designing and implementing curriculum.
It/odifying instruction based on student interest can increase student engagement,
generate higher levels of intrinsic motivation, create greater student productivity,
increase achievement on standardized tests, and foster an improved sense of student
self-competence (Tomlinson, 2003). Since every student is unique, what sparks
curiosity in one, may not resonate at all with another. One way of determining student
Augsburg College Library
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interest is by "kidwatching," in which a teacher records anecdotal observations which
may be used in later instruction (Owocki & Goodman ,2002). Observing teens in a
semi-structured or even unstructured school setting can give teachers valuable insight,
future hooks or starting points. For example, teachers might find out what music
students listen to and use it for a unit on poetry. Any personal connection a student
makes to the subject they are studying will increase motivation (King-Shaver & Hunter,
2003). The easiest way to determine student interest is to administer an interest
inventory (King-Shaver & Hunter, 2003). The more information a teacher can collect on
the types of books, movies, music, technology, hobbies and extra curricular activities
their students engage in, the more inclusive their curriculum can be. Asking the students
to provide thoughtful and engaging answers, such as why they liked a particular book
they read or movie they saw, may also provide valuable insight into a student's ability to
think about his or her own Iearning. ln addition to surveys, teachers can also determine
student interest by engaging in one-on-one conversations with their students. This not
only helps to establish a positive relationship; it also communicates to the student that
this teacher really cares about them (King-Shaver & Hunter, 2003).
A student's learning style is an equally important factor for teachers to consider
when developing a viable approach to reaching all students. Assessing learning styles
can be as general as observing whether a student works better alone or in a group, to
specifically issuing a learning style inventory that categorizes a student into one of three
areas: visual, auditory, or tactile/kinesthetic. lf a student is an auditory learner, they can
typically recall TSo/o of what they've heard (Carbo, Dunn, & Dunn, 1986). Auditory
learners do not Iearn well from just reading and would benefit from orally recording their
own notes or the lecture itself. ln addition to auditory students hearing new informatton
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first, as opposed to initially reading about it, instructors would be wise to reinforce what
their students have recently learned through their second strongest sense. For
example, an auditory learner whose secondary learning style is visual would benefit
greatly from oratory instruction that includes pictures, slides, or drawings. (Dunn &
Honigsfeld, 2008). This approach would obviously also help visual learners, who
remember well what they see and are able to recall information by simply re-creating
that visual. Learners whose style is visual would benefit from a pre-reading or pre-
activity assignment before a lesson is taught, whereas auditory learners would benefit
from that same reading/activity assignment after a lesson is taught. Conversely, a
student who finds meaning through doing and experiencing first, is a kinesthetic learner.
This type of student comes to understand new information through touching, handling
and manipulating (Carbo et al., 1986). They comprehend new concepts more easily
when they are using their hands to understand. Hands-on learning may be as simple as
writing or drawing or as intricate as repairing, designing, painting or molding. Figuring
out the learning style of each individual student, and then catering instruction as well as
assignments to the way in which they learn best is an easy, efficient way of
d ifferentiating i nstruction.
Section 2: Using data to differentiate: NWEA, RlT, Descaftes
While differentiating instructional process by considering learning style is crucial in
developing an executable and measurable curriculum, no facet of differentiation is more
important than that of assessing student readiness. The level at which the students are
ready to learn from within the English Concepts classrom at lrondale High School is
assessed and analyzed through the data produced from NWEA's MAP reading
comprehension test. The strand data generated twice a year (fall/spring) includes a RIT
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range score for each of the four areas of reading comprehension: Word
Recogn itionA/oca bula ry, Com prehension I nformational, Com prehension Na rrative a nd
Literature. NWEA helps educators understand all four areas of comprehension and
even provides best practice approaches for reaching students who are struggling.
According to NWEA's website MAP tests provide highly accurate results that can be
used to:
. ldentify the skills and concepts individual students have Iearned.
. Target instructional needs.
. Monitor annual academic growth
. Make data-driven decisions in the classroom
. Place new students into appropriate instructional programs.
The reading comprehension MAP test is unique in that it adapts to each
individual student's ability, measuring accurately what each student knows and
needs to learn. The MAP assessment provides data on the following four areas of
comprehension: Word Recognition analysisA/ocabulary expansion, Comprehension
Informational, Comprehension Narrative, and Literature. A student with a low overall
RIT score might be struggling in all four areas, whereas a student with a mid-range
RlT, perhaps slightly below proficiency, might be scoring well in three of four. ln
terms of additionally differentiating content, the RIT strand data and Descartes
framework are helpful tools because they identify or articulate guided instructional
practices for students who need development of skills, enhancement of skills or an
introduction to more complex skills. For example, while a group of students on a
lower RIT range may only be beginning to develop certain skills, the group at a RIT
range just above them will still benefit from enhancement of those skills while
beginning to develop more complex tasks of comprehension (NWEA's Descartes
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Framework). Therefore, educators can use the same assignment or series of
assignments with a larger group of their students because they can enhance the
skills of a group of students at a higher RIT range, while at the same time developing
those same skills of the group just below. Simply put, the Descartes framework not
only guides instructional practice, it also makes targeted differentiated instruction
more manageable and practical over an academic year. For the purposes of this
study as it pertains to a review of Descartes, the only pertinent RIT ranges are those
between 200 and225, as that is the range that exists within the English Concepts
classroom at lrondale High School.
The first focus of comprehension for students struggling with reading proficiency is
word recognition analysis and vocabulary expansion. According to the Minnesota
Descartes framework, students who generate a low data strand in this area need more
practice reading words and using phonetic analysis. They must Iearn to divide words
into syllables and be able to use context clues to understand new words. Lastly,
students low in word recognition must also gain knowledge of root words, antonyms and
synonyms. For students who need to develop or enhance skills in this area, educators
should incorporate vocabulary lessons into their daily curriculum. Descartes provides a
list of vocabulary words that corresponds to a student's RIT score. Before a student can
increase their RIT for this particular area of comprehension, or the degree to which they
will show growth, will depend in part upon their ability to recall and define the vocabulary
words Descartes has determined they must comprehend within that particular RIT
range. Amongst many other important skills to develop in this area of
comprehension, Descartes indicates that student's who fall within a RIT range of 200-
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210 must be able to accurately choose a word's root. They must also consistently be
able to choose the best definition for a word (verb, adverb, noun or adjective) by using
the context of the sentence in which it appears. Additionally, they should begin making
inferences while determining the meaning of a word. An inference is made when a
student combines their prior knowledge or life experience with something they've just
learned to make a decision about something that they have read. ln making an
inference about a particular word, students in the 200-210 RIT range must be able to
choose the best synonym and be able to identify pairs of words that mean the same
thing. Students higher on the RIT Range (211-219) must continue to enhance those
same skills but are capable of more complex questions and activities based on what
they've read. Instead of just choosing the best meaning for a word based on the context
of the sentence in which it appears these students must be able to generate a synonym
for an unknown word that appears in a paragraph of three or more sentences based
solely on context. Simply omitting the multiple choice offerings to this group allows an
instructor to write the same study guide, quiz or test question and still allow for varying
complexity and once again shows the increased practicality of using Descartes to
differentiate by content. As the RIT range grows above 220 students will have a greater
understanding of words using prefixes and suffixes that come from the same root or
base word. They'll again infer the meaning of a word but are now able to choose that
word's antonym. With significant growth, students who register a RIT above 220 will
begin to recognize multiple meanings for a given word and begin to develop the breadth
of vocabulary needed to become a successful reader across all subject matter.
Students who score low in Comprehension-lnformational struggle to
summarize the main idea of a piece of non-fiction that they have read. These students
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need practice making predictions, evaluating purpose and drawing conclusions. They
must Iearn to trace the development of an author's argument, be able to distinguish fact
from opinion and recognize a cause and effect relationship. Also, students who generate
a lower score in the comprehension-informational area must learn to identify fallacies in
Iogic. They must understand when an author is credible, identify trustworthy resources
and disregard information that is not plausible. Again according the Descartes
framework, students on the lower end (200-210) of the Comprehension-lnformational
RIT range must first develop the ability to choose the most appropriate main idea and
best summary of a one to two paragraph piece of informational text. They must begin to
infer an author's purpose for writing the article. They must begin to recognize when an
author is simply informing their reader or persuading them. They must also begin to
understand when an author is objectively showing both sides of an argument or perhaps
exposing a bias. These are important skills that can take a full academic year to
develop. With growth, students in the 211-219 RIT range will continue to enhance those
same skills but also begin to paraphrase informational text. Given a question that leads
a student to locate intricate information, students at this RIT Ievel will find that
information amongst complex sentences and difficult vocabulary. Additionally students
would use their summarization skills to develop an applicable title for an article they read
and begin to develop an ability to express the main idea in their own words.
As a curriculum framework, Descartes establishes that a student who is low in
Comprehension-Narrative needs more practice deciphering, summarizing and
paraphrasing significant details and the main idea of what they have read. ln addition
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Descartes indicates students low in this area must also learn to make inferences when
they are reading. When a student makes an inference he or she connects what is in the
text with pre-existing knowledge and creates a reasoned and logical response. There
are two basic types of inferences. Text-based inferences are made with information the
author supplies within the text, while knowledge-based inferences are made with the
knowledge that all readers have about the world (Beers, 2003). Students with a RIT
range of 210-219 must develop an ability to restate suppofting details in a literary text.
They must additionally recognize themes within short literary works and locate specific
information in literary passages. With growth to a higher RlT, students should begin to
develop an ability to summarize the plot of an entire story. They must be able to locate
and paraphrase information found in a literary text. They would additionally begin to
summarize information found in poetry and compare poems to determine common
themes.
The fourth and final piece of comprehension strand data generated by the NWEA
reading comprehension MAP test and aligned in the Descartes framework is labeled
Literature. Students who score below proficiency in this area need to learn strategies for
analyzing different genres of literature as well as various literary elements of fiction.
They must be able to evaluate an author's word choice and style as well as evaluate the
author's purpose. Additionally, students must be able to identify literary elements and be
able to detect comparisons using similes and metaphors. lt is within this area of
comprehension that students would need to be able to decipher a poem, infer the
symbolism of a specific object from a short story, or analyze the traits of a main
character. Students in the 200-210 range for Literature must first begin to classify
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stories as fiction or non-fiction. They must develop an ability to summarize plot, analyze
events important to the plot, define and describe the setting, assess character
development, and identify/infer the major conflict or rising action of a story. They
additionally must be able to identify alliteration, foreshadowing and symbolism. Those
slightly higher on the RIT scale must continue to develop the aforementioned skills, but
also identify a story by its genre, infer reasons behind a characters action, analyze the
use of dialogue as a tool for advancing the plot, and recognize figurative language used
to describe the setting. Perhaps most important to the development of critical thinking
as it pertains to literature, students in this RIT range must learn to infer the meaning
behind similes, metaphors, and personification. The necessary skills for students to
develop above a RIT of 220 include the ability to evaluate importance of a theme woven
within literary text. They must begin to detail the mood of a piece of fiction and recognize
examples of irony.
These skills, like all others mentioned previously, must be developed in order for
any Minnesota high school student to demonstrate proficiency in reading
comprehension. When a teacher uses MAP data to differentiate instruction students
experience academic growth. Educators know right away where to start teaching and
are able to individually target areas of specific need amongsl allof their students.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
This section will discuss the methodology used to determine best practices for
differentiated instruction using NWEA data in the English Concepts classroom at
lrondale High School during the 2008-2009 school year, Each unit was differentiated in
many ways with the goal of producing better than normative growth (9 points over the
span of a school year) on the NWEA MAP reading test from the spring of 2008 to the
spring of 2009. The students engaged within the curriculum were diverse culturally,
socioeconomically and academically. While all sixty-eight students enrolled in English
concepts for the entire duration of the 2008-2009 school year had an overall RIT score
below 227, their placement on the Descarta continuum of learning across each of the
four areas of comprehension varied significantly. The process by which students were
divided into groups based on RIT scores and an example of the skills each group was to
develop is detailed within. The need for differentiation amongst these students was
further evident based on the fact that twenty-hruo of the students enrolled in ninth and
tenth grade English Concepts were on an individual education plan with specific goals
related to reading comprehension growth. Furthermore, thirty-one of the sixty eight
students were on a free or reduced lunch program, a strong indicator of financial
difficulties at home. The students also varied in ethnicity, with African American, Asian,
lndian, Latino, and Caucasian all represented, ln fact, the population of students
enrolled in English Concepts during the 2008-2009 school year represented eight
different countries including Moldova, Egypt, Thailand, Laos, Turkey, Kosovo, lndia and
Mexico. Diversity was additionally represented by varying levels of student motivation,
interest level, learning style, and parental support.
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Prior to developing individually targeted curriculum, students completed three
different assessments to investigate individual readiness levels, interest levels, and
learning styles. First, data collected from the NWEA reading MAP test taken by all
English Concepts students in October of 2008 was used to group and determine each
individual student's level of readiness. lt was additionally imperative that any new
curriculum incorporated the student's interests. This required that each student
complete in-depth responses on an interest inventory regarding why they liked the
movies, television shows, music, activities, hobbies and books they identified as being
their favorite. Finally, an online assessment was administered to determine each
student's primary and secondary learning styles so as to better ascertain how to reach
them most efficiently.
Upon receiving the freshman and sophomore class rosters prior to the start of 2nd
semester, data was collected from the October 2008 fall reading MAP test, which served
as a reading comprehension pre-test. The data was entered into a coded Excel
spreadsheet, allowing for the information to be sorted by the strand data generated for
each student across the four areas of comprehension, as well as by other biographical
information such as students with special needs, Iow socioeconomic status, or those
that speak English as a second language.Any student that did not take the NWEA test
in October took the test in January, shortly after the start of Semester ll. The pre-test not
only provided a baseline from which to measure growth over the next five months of
targeted instruction, it also generated the data used to group students and ultimately
provide specific assignments based on the skills needing the most development or
refinement. The strand data from the NWEA MAP test provided an insight into each
student's readiness level in all four areas of comprehension as well as an overall RIT
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score and Lexile score. The Lexile Framework for Reading is an educational tool that
uses a common measure called a Lexile to match readers of all ages with books they
are capable of comprehending (NWEA.com). This was beneficial because while one
student may have been very low in Comprehension Narrative, he/she could still have
been very high in another area, such as Literature.
Once the data was collected, students were sorted by groups on three rungs of a
ladder, representing their starting point and ultimately the steps each student would
need to take within their group to grow and move up the ladder. With growth, individual
students might prove ready to take on the development, enhancement and introduction
of more complex reading comprehension skills.
Each group represented on the data ladder (in Figures #1- 4) represents varying
readiness levels. The grouping of students on the lowest rung had a RIT score ranging
from 200-210 in the area of Word Recognition, Analysis and Vocabulary (Figure #1).
The second group had a RIT range of 211-220 and the third group of students had a RIT
range of 220+. Also indicated on Figures 1-4 below are the Descartesskills students
needed to develop for each sub group within each of the four areas of comprehension.
Note: The graphs in figures 1-4represent the groupings for one of four English
Concepts courses. The names have been changed to protect confidential information.
The data represents their MAP pre-test scores taken in October 2008 or January of
2009.
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Read words using phonetic analysis
Divide words into syllables; Use Word patterns




Word Recosnition, Anal is. Vocabularv Expansion
Fisure #1
Group 3 Skills to develop:
e Use context to determine
the best tneaning for a word
(noun. verb or adjective)
r Recognizes multiple
meanings for a given word
(chooses synonym of
nouniadjective)
r Infers the meaning of a verb
using context clues and
then chooses its synonym
r Inl-ers meaning of a word
using context clues and
then chooses its antonym
r Identifies rvords using
prefixes or sutflxes that









































Group I - Skills to develop:
r Detennines meaning of a
verb. adverb. noun. or
ad.jective using context
r Inf-ers the specific




context given in a
sentence or paragraph
o Locates the rvord in a
passage that best flts a
given definition
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. Summarize and paraphrase main idea and supporting details
o Comprehend/evaluatepurpose, makepredictions
r Analyze and draw conclusions
I Analyze a variety of nonfiction materials
. Trace development of an author's argument
. Distinguish fact from opinion - cause and eff-ect
Fiqure #2
Comprehension Informational
Group 3 - skills to developl
o Locates. interprets, and
draws conclusions from
cornplex informational text
r Locates, interprets, and
draws conclusions from
charts and tables
. Analyzes a passage of
inlbrmational text to
determine how a title is
supported by details within
the passage
r Analyzes infonnational text
to identifi' a title best
representing the main idea





















































infbrmational text ( I -2
paragraphs)
r Identifies the main
idea in short





to identily a title best
representing the rnain
idea (term not used)













Summartze and paraphrase rnain idea and details
Make predictions from story content
Make inferences and draw conclusions
Trace development of author's argument
Distinguish fact from opinion: cause and effect
Identify fallacies in logic - follow directions
Comprehension Narrative
Fisure #3
Croup 3 Skills to develop:
r Locates and paraphrases
infonnation found in literary
text
e Summarizes the plot of a story
r Summarizes infclrmation in




. Compares characters in
literary texts'
. Compares poems to detennine
the common theme in literary
text
r Identifies main idea in literary
passages (l to 3 paragraphs) Sub-Group3-RitRange
230+
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from literary text (3-
5 paragraphs)
. Analyzes how detail
is used in a literary
















Group I skills to develop:






details in literary text
(l to 3 paragraphs)
o Evaluates literary






. Analyzes passages ( 1-
3 complex paragraphs)
of literary text and
rephrases the main
idea











Analyze literature; genres and elements of fiction
Analyze a character's traits; Patterns of sound
Evaluate word choice, style and literary elements
Analyze the use of figurative language and imagery
Identify similes and metaphors
Identify the Author's purpose
Literature
Fieure #4
Group 3 Skills to developt
r Evaluates irnportance of
themes in a literary story
r Infers the qualities
(emotional and/or physical)
ofa character based on
inforrnation found in
literary texts
r Describes techniques and
details used by an author to
create mood in a literary
text
. Recognizes examples of
irony in literary text
. Gives exanrples of
metaphors in literary text
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r Defines genre
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behind a
character's actions
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. Classifies stories as
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the conflict in a
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With the students in groups based on their readiness level for each of the areas
of comprehension, a differentiated study guide for each novel read in class was created.
The study guides, excellent examples of differentiation by content, consisted of
questions utilizing all four areas of comprehension. Students with a lower RIT score for
a particular area of comprehension were often given a multiple choice option so they
could choose the best option pertaining to such skills as summarizing, selecting the
main idea, or the best definition for a word based on the context of the sentence in
which it appeared. As the Descartes framework indicates, educators cannot expect
students with a RIT of 210 or less to perform such tasks as summarizing, paraphrasing
or stating the main idea if they can't first consistently choose the best option in a multiple
choice format. Students higher on the RIT scale may have had the exact same question
but would not have been given the multiple choice option; rather, they would have had
to create their own summary,or come up with their own expression of the main idea.
The study guide (Appendix A and B) developed for each differentiated unit
consisted of 75-100 questions separated by chapter. The questions often required the
students to answer while they were reading, or go back to the reading and find specific
information. The goal was for the students to recognize and underline key language in
the question that might help them find an answer in their reading, which ultimately
forced them to practice an important test taking strategy for the Minnesota
Comprehensive Assessment for reading. For students with a higher word
recognition/vocabulary expansion RlT, the questions contained a synonym or antonym
for the word or key phrase in the text that contained their answer so as to develop a
more enhanced vocabulary. The study guides also included questions requiring the
students to make predictions as to what might happen in the next chapter, and then a
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post-reading follow-up question asking them to reflect on their prediction and the actua!
outcome (Appendix C). This was done to help encourage critica! thinking skills and to
ultimately increase a personal connection to the reading. For each chapter in the book a
series of questions were developed that not only incorporated skills from each area of
comprehension, but also varied in complexity so as to ensure students with a higher RIT
were answering questions at their readiness level. Each student's study guide had the
same number of questions and they looked similar. ln fact, students were never made
aware that their study guide might be any more or less complex than another students
study guide but were instead told that to ensure academic honesty their study guides
may vary slightly. Since academic honesty has been an issue in the past, particularly
with students borrowing each other's study guides to copy, this approach seemed
a ppropriate.
In addition to the study guides having varied complexity across the four areas of
comprehension identified by the Descartes framework, all formative assessments
followed with the same format. The quizzes issued throughout differentiated units were
always five questions in length and occurred the day after an assigned reading. The
quizzes were differentiated by content and often included at least one question from
each area of comprehension (Appendix D-F) ensuring that students pefformed all skills
associated with reading comprehension on a daily basis. Each question was Iabeled
with the skill the student would be pefforming and the area of comprehension in
Descartes in which the question was satisfying. The final unit tests were also broken
into sections based on the four areas of comprehension (Appendix G). Using the
schools assessment management program called Mastery Manager, an item analysis
was generated to gauge the Ievel of difficulty and/or the level of success the group
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experienced both individually and as a whole in each area of comprehension on the test
(Appendix H). This information gave insight into individual student growth and helped
guide future instruction. For example, since a majority of students struggled in the area
of word recognition, analysis and vocabulary on the Cather in the Rye unit, a greater
emphasis was placed on that area throughout the unit on A Separate Peace. Ultimately
the formative assessment results were an important guide to determining the level of
growth of the students prior to taking the summative MAP test near the end of the school
year.
With students grouped in a way that allowed for the development of manageable
and applicable differentiated assignments, tests and quizzes, the student's level of
interest across a broad range of media and topics were incorporated. Students within
the English Concepts classroom at lrondale High School have experienced many
failures when it comes to school, often because of their struggle to comprehend and
make sense of what they've read. Any approach to teaching them has to consider their
unique interests, curiosities, desires and passions. This was done through observation
and relationship building during semester l, but also by having the students complete a
thorough interest inventory that, per a review of the Iiterature, required each student to
describe whyspecific movies, television shows, magazines, books, music, activities and
hobbies capture their interest most (Appendix l).
lnformation about the student's interests was used to choose a series of units and
reading warm-up activities that catered to their collective interests. Based in part on the
collective results of student interest inventories the following differentiated reading units
were developed: And Then There Were None, Catcher in the Rve , lnto the Wild, A
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Separate Peace. and Freedom Writers. For the purposes of brevity, two such
differentiated units will be discussed as they pertain to the lnterest Inventory results.
Since the students expressed interest in suspenseful shows such as CSI Miami
and Law and Order a unit using the Agatha Christie novel And Then There Were None
was chosen. Christie's most famous mystery novel brings together ten complete
strangers to an unknown island. One by one each character is murdered and with a
careful search of the island the surviving guests realize unequivocally the murderer is
amongst them. This book was chosen because the students would be kept in suspense
until the novel's closing pages and because the Lexrle score for the book is 500, which
correlates to a RIT score of 200 meaning a//students could fluidly read and comprehend
it.
Many students also cited video games as a significant interest because they
provided a challenge that with practice and time one could ultimately overcome. With
this in mind, a Nintendo Wii game based on Agatha Christie's novel and of the same
title, characters and story line was purchased and incorporated into the curriculum. The
game initially acted as a great intervention for visual learners as they got to see each of
the ten characters arrive to the island by train or car and finally boat. The chapters of the
game were similar enough to the chapters of the book that after a daily reading the class
would spend ten minutes solving the various mysteries on the game until their play
triggered the death of another guest. The actual playing out of major events from the
plot helped tactile learners connect to the book. ln order to promote the making of
predictions and continue to raise interest levels, the board game Cluewas also
incorporated, which the students played on two different occasions after twenty minutes
of silent reading time.
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The interest inventory findings from the sophomore class were equally insightful.
Collectively the group was clearly interested in current popular culture as it relates to
risk takers.Sighting movies and shows like Twilight and Jackass, competitions like the
X-games, and music by lnsane Clown Posse and Avenged Sevenfold, it was clear this
group was interested most in a culture of people living on the edge. They further
indicated that movies, television shows and music from years past held less interest for
them than did recently released media. For all of these reasons, the non-fiction book
lnto the Wild was chosen. Jon Krakauer's book features the true sto ry of Chris
McCandless living so close to the edge that he starved to death after surviving in the
Alaska wild for four isolated months on just ten pounds of rice and any wild game he
could hunt. His journey prior to Alaska included jumping trains, hitch hiking, living as a
vagabond in the desert and a solo canoe trip down the Colorado River that led to a
desperate search for the ocean while lost deep into narrow Mexican irrigation canals. ln
addition to introducing the students to a book filled with stories of risk, a feature film had
recently been released on DVD, meeting another requirement that the subject matter be
recent. Given that lnto the Wild is the detailing of a true story based on the personal
journal of Chris McCandless and interviews with the people he met along his travels, the
students developed a time line of significant events leading up to his Alaskan Odyssey.
The timeline, which increased an the important skill of sequencing events, was meant to
be an example of differentiation by product since the students were required to describe
the events in writing, provide an illustration symbolizing it, and create their own personal
connection to each McCandless experience. Further examples of differentiation by
product represented in both the lnto the Wild and the And Then There Were None units
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included a menu of assignments providing the students with choice as to how they
wanted to demonstrate what they learned (Appendix K).
The final point of discussion regarding a way in which curriculum was
differentiated is by process. With a diverse population of students, it is very important to
assess the primary and secondary learning style for each pupil. An online Learning
Styles lnventory assessmen ://www.h n u d 1 IL l/L h was used
to help students determine for themselves how they learned best. Forty-six percent of
the English Concepts students had a visual learning style, which is to say they benefited
from seeing images, maps, film, notes and flashcards. This data encouraged the
incorporation of elaborate PowerPoint presentations meant to increase prior knowledge
about an upcoming topic of study. For example, the lnto the Wild slideshow included
images of the actual base camp and bus where Chris McCandless' body was found, the
car McCandless abandoned, the various people he met along his travels and a map
detailing the many places he called home. Likewise, fictional portrayals of the mansion
on lndian lsland, actors who portrayed the characters in the '1945 feature film, and
multiple significant symbols Christie used in advancing the plot of the book were shown
in class. Additionally, the Wii video game was used to help connect the major action in
the novel to the digital video they were manipulating with their game play.Visual
learners further benefited from watching clips of the feature films while reading and by
completing their own illustrations of the characters, symbols and action occurring in the
pages of their book. For the thirty-seven percent of students that were auditory learners,
significant effort was dedicated to the reading and repeating of information pertinent to
the storyline in the book. For the benefit of the auditory Iearners students were required
to discuss specific aspects of the book they were reading, as they read together in small
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literature circles (put together based on similar RIT scores). Auditory learners also often
benefited from hearing their book read aloud by a classmate or the instructor as they
followed along. For the seventeen percent of tactile learners in the class, illustration
activities were incorporated along with their lnto the Wild timeline as well as
opportunities to create posters, images, and book covers within the menu of
assignments final project. The hands-on-learners in class were also given a partnered
opportunity to complete a role-playing interview of Chris McCandless (assuming they
could speak to him from the afterlife) complete with a news studio background and
audience participation. They also had opportunities to read outdoors and participated in
a game of Jeopardy with answers and questions pertaining to the plot, characters,
themes and vocabulary from the book they were reading. The Wii "And Then There
Were None" video game provided an opportunity to interactively work though the story
line and interact with the many different characters. All students took Cornell notes
throughout every unit, which required them to not only document important information
in their own words, but also write their own quiz questions and create a summary of the
entire presentation. The careful and consistent consideration and incorporation of all
three Iearning styles contributed to maintaining a higher level of interest and
participation amongst all the English Concepts students.
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Chapter 4: Findings
For the purposes of this study the findings will be differentiated by grade and
overall student growth in each area of comprehension identified by the Descartes
framework. Since a student's overall RtT is a significant indicator of reaching proficiency
on the Minnesota Comprehensive Assessment for reading, the final description of
findings will detail overall growth amongst various sub-groups represented in the
English Concepts classroom at lrondale High School. Figure 5 provides a quick glimpse
of the growth data, which reflects the number of students in both ninth and tenth grade
that showed growth in each of the four areas of comprehension. Growth is based on test
results from spring of 2008 to spring of 2009.
Figure 5
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While a higher number of sophomore students showed growth in the area of
Comprehension Narrative, a greater number of freshman students showed growth in the
area of Literature. Ultimately, this data can help a teacher decide what area to focus on
most throughout their next unit. For example, if less sophomore students are showing
r gth Grade
n 10th Grade
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growth in Comprehension lnformational than that should be the primary objective of
instruction, readings and assignments in the next unit.
Student Growth in 1Oth Grade English Concepts
As shown in Figure 6, an analysis of RIT bands across all four areas of
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Figure 6
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students showed growth in the area of
Comprehension Informational. The average
increase in RIT amongst those that showed
growth was thirteen points. Sixty-three
percent of the students who increased their
RIT did so by nine points or more,
comprehension for tenth grade indicated that
fifty-five percent (17 out of 3'l) of students
showed growth in the area of word
recognition, analysis, and vocabulary
expansion. The average increase in RIT
amongst those that showed growth was ten
points. Twenty-five percent of the students
that showed growth (8 of 32) increased their
Figure 7
1Oth Grade Growth





RIT by nrne points or more, surpassing normative growth rates put forth by NWEA.
Forty-five percent (14 of 32) of students regressed in this area. Half of those students
who regressed did so by five points or less.
Further analysis, as shown in figure 7, indicates that fifty-two percent (16 of 31) of
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surpassing normative growth rates putforth by NWEA. Fofty-two percent (13 of 31)
showed a decrease in RIT score while two students remained static. Fifty-four percent
of the students that regressed did so by five RIT points or less.
As seen in figure 8, fifty-two percent (16 of 31) of students showed growth in the
Figure I
1Oth Grade Growth






area of Literature. The average increase in
RIT amongst those that showed growth was
nine points. Forty percent of students who
increased their RIT did so by nine points or
more, meeting normative growth rates put
forth by NWEA. 29 percent (9 of 31)
showed a decrease in RIT while two
students remained static. 44 percent of the
area of Comprehension Narrative. The
average increase in RIT amongst those that
showed growth was nine points. Fifty-six
percent of students who increased their RIT
did so by nine points or more, surpassing
normative growth rates put forth by NWEA.
Forty-five percent (14 of 31) regressed in the
area of comprehension narrative while one








of the students that regressed did so by five RIT points or less.
Finally, Figure I shows that Sixty-five percent (20 of 31) showed growth in the
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students that regressed did so by four points or less.
Perhaps most importantly, twenty-three percent (7 of 31) of the tenth grade
English Concepts students showed growth across all four areas of comprehension.
Additionally, twenty-three percent (7of 31) of students showed growth in three of the four
areas of comprehension. Therefore, forty-six percent of the students showed growth in 3
of the four areas of comprehension. Eleven students (thirty-five percent) showed growth
in two of the four areas of comprehension, while slightly less than ten percent of the
students showed growth in only one area of comprehension.
Since a majority of students showed growth in three or more areas of
comprehension, as NWEA claims, overall RIT growth also occurred. ln fact, forty-one
percent, or 13 out of 31 sophomore students in English Concepts, met or exceeded
normative growth (nine points or more) on the NWEA MAP Reading comprehension test
from spring of 2008 to spring of 2009. Six students were within two points of the nine
points needed to reach the goal of fifty-percent or more set by the department of Special
Education at lrondale High School. Therefore, sixty-one percent of the sophomore
English Concepts students gained seven points or more of growth from spring of 2008 to
spring of 2009. A total of 81 percent (26 of 32) of the Sophomore English Concepts
students showed at least some growth from spring 2008 to spring 2009 on the NWEA
reading MAP test. The average amount of growth of the twenty-six students that
improved was just shy of nine points. Two students showed no growth, and four
students regressed. Fifty-nine percent of sophomore English Concepts students have a
current RIT score of 226 or above, a strong indicator that they are likely to have been
successful on the MCA ll Reading comprehension test they took in April of 2009. Only
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twenty-five percent (B of 32) of sophomore English Concepts students have a current
RIT und er 22O.
An analysis of growth pertaining to students who received Special Education
services indicated that seventy-five percent (6 of 8) showed growth. Of the six students
who showed growth, eighty-three percent (5 of 6) gained nine points or more, again
exceeding normative growth rates put forth by NWEA. Fifty percent of sophomore
special education English Concepts students have a current RIT score of 226 or higher,
again indicating a strong likelihood that they will reach proficiency on the MCA GRAD
reading test in April of 2009.
An analysis of the data pertaining to students of low socioeconomic status
indicated that eighty percent (12 of 15) of students receiving free or reduced lunch
showed growth. Six of those twelve showed nine points of growth or more. The
average growth amongst this group was nine points.
An analysis of the data as it peftained to the diversity represented in English
Concepts indicated that the only Latino student showed sixteen points of growth. Of the
five African American students in sophomore English Concepts eighty percent (4 of 5)
showed growth. Sixty percent of those that improved grew in excess of nine points.
The one African American student who did not show growth scored the exact same as
he did the previous spring. Four of the five students in this group have a RIT score of
227 or higher. All three Asian American students in sophomore English Concepts
showed growth, however, only one of the three exceeded eight points of growth.
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Student Growth in 9'h Grade English Concepts
An analysis of RIT bands across all four areas of comprehension for 9th grade
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by NWEA. Forty-six percent (17 of 37) of students regressed in this area. Fifty-three
percent of students who regressed did so by five points or less.






the area of Comprehension-lnformational.
The average increase in RIT amongst
those that showed growth was seventeen
points. Sixty-six percent of the students
who increased their RIT did so by nine
points or more, surpassing normative
growth rates put forth by NWEA. Thirty-
two percent (12 of 37) showed a decrease
in RIT score while two students remained
indicated that fifty-four percent (20 out of 37)
of students showed growth in the area of word
recognition, analysis, and vocabulary
expansion (see Figure 10). The average
increase in RIT amongst those that showed
growth was nine points. Forty percent of the
students that showed growth (8 of 20)
increased their RIT by nine points or more,







static. Sixty percent of the students that regressed did so by five RIT points or less.
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Figure 12 illustrates that fifty-four percent (20 of 37) of students showed growth in
Figure 12
9th Grade Growth
Com prehens ion Narratirc
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regressed in the area of comprehension narrative. Forty-seven percent of the students
that regressed did so by five RIT points or less.
Finally, seventy-three percent (27 of 37) showed growth in the area of Literature.
The average increase in RIT
amongst those that showed growth
was nine points. Forty percent of
students who increased their RIT did
so by nine points or more,
surpassing normative growth rates
put forth by NWEA. Twenty-four
percent (9 of 37) showed a decrease
in RIT while one student remained
the area of Comprehension-
Narrative. The average increase in
RIT amongst those that showed
growth was eleven points. Forty-
five percent of students who
increased their RIT did so by nine
points or more, surpassing
normative growth rates put forth by







static. Fifty-five percent of the students that regressed did so by five points or less.
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Again, one of the most important factors indicated by an analysis of the data is
that twenty-two percent (8 of 37) of the 9th grade English Concepts students showed
growth across all four areas of comprehension. Additionally, twenty-seven percent (10
of 37) of students showed growth in three of the four areas of comprehension.
Therefore, forty-nine percent of the students showed growth in three of the four areas of
comprehension. Nine students (24 Percent) showed growth in two of the four areas of
comprehension, while twenty percent of the students showed growth in only one area of
comprehension. Only two freshman students failed to show any growth.
As was the case with the sophomore class, the RIT growth across the four areas
of comprehension by a majority of freshman students led to an overall increase in RIT
scores. ln fact, thirty-seven percent, or fourteen out of thirty-seven freshman students in
English Concepts, met or exceeded normative growth set (nine points of growth or
more) on the NWEA MAP Reading comprehension test from spring of 2008 to spring of
2009. Five students fell two points shy of the nine points needed to reach the goal of
fifty percent or more. Therefore, fifty-one percent of the freshman English Concepts
students gained seven points or more of growth from spring of 2008 to spring of 2009.
Seventy percent (26 of 37) of the freshman English Concepts students showed at least
some growth. The average amount of growth of those twenty-six students was fourteen
points. Thirty-five percent (5 of 14) of the students, who met or exceeded nine points of
growth, improved their overall RIT score by twenty points or more. Two students showed
no growth and nine students regressed.
Further analysis revealed that thirty-five percent of the freshman English
Concepts students now have a RIT score at or above 227, a score that would give them
a ninety percent likelihood of passing the MCA ll GRAD test in the spring of their
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sophomore year. Sixty-seven percent of freshman English Concepts students have a
RIT score of 22A or higher. This is significant given that with the same kind of growth the
class showed as a whole, a large majority of freshman English Concepts students are
likely to prove proficient on the MCA ll Reading test as sophomores.
Of the fourteen freshman English Concepts students receiving direct special
education instruction, fifty percent (7 of 14) showed growth. Of the seven students who
showed growth, twenty-eight percent (4 of 14) gained nine points of growth or more.
Fifty-seven percent of freshman Special Education English oncepts students have a
current RIT score of 223 or higher, again indicating a strong likelihood that with similar
growth next school yearthey will reach proficiency on the MCA ll GRAD test. Of the two
freshman students on a 504 plan, both showed growth. The average amount of growth
of those receiving a 504 intervention was six points.
Further analysis based on low socioeconomic status indicated that of the sixteen
students receiving free or reduced lunch, eighty-one percent showed growth (13 of 16).
Thirty-seven percent (6 of 16) showed growth in excess of nine points. The average
growth amongst this group was seven points.
An analysis by ethnicity revealed that of the two Latino students in freshman
English Concepts, both showed significant growth. One showed eighteen points of
growth, while the other showed eleven points of growth. Of the two African American
students in freshman English Concepts one showed three points of growth and one
regressed by seventeen points. Of the two Native American students in freshman
English Concepts both regressed significantly. One student showed a RIT loss of six
points, while the other a loss of nine points.
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There was not one particular project, assignment or unit that contributed more
than any other to the level of growth in any one area of comprehension. Rather, it was
the overall process of consistently differentiating by readiness level (through the use of
NWEA data), learning style and interest level that allowed for a majority of students to
improve their reading comprehension skills. Growth was further assisted by the options
students had throughout each unit to express what they had learned (differentiation by
prod uct).
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
The differentiated curriculum developed and implemented as a result of this study
contributed to an overall increase in reading comprehension skills amongst the
freshman and sophomore English Concepts students at lrondale High School. While
the curriculum produced results greater than the normative growth rates put forth by
NWEA for just under half the student population of English Concepts, too many students
showed too little growth. The curriculum must improve and evolve in order to continue
to meet the unique needs and readiness levels of incoming English Concepts students.
Although the overall results are promising, motivation was definitely a major
factor throughout the study as a strong detractor to success. The impact of students not
engaged with the NWEA assessments may have played a significant role in the findings.
A major cause for concern regarding the validity of the data produced from the NWEA
MAP tests is that the test requires students to work hard for an extended period of time
with material they don't always relate to, connect with or care for. There is even concern
that the test is culturally biased and therefore inconclusive in terms of the results
generated for students of culturally diverse backgrounds. Regardless of race though,
the students exposed to the differentiated reading comprehension curriculum detailed in
this study have rarely enjoyed the activity of reading. Their drsregard for the importance
of reading is a factor in their inability to reach proficiency. When possible, students were
persuaded to work hard within the reading units and on the MAP test; both extrinsic and
intrinsic motivators were incorporated, such as extra credit and an improved grade for
the semester if significant growth on the test was achieved. Students studied and
memorized their previous three MAP test results including the strand data indicating
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which area of comprehension they were struggling with most. The goal was for them to
understand the areas of comprehension thatwere holding their scores back and for
them to realize they had completed numerous assignments to overcome any
deficiencies. Each student set a RIT goal prior to taking the test, which was written for
them on a post-it note and placed on their computer monitor as a consistent reminder of
what they were trying to achieve. Although this focus did not work for every student,
many discussed their goal and their current RIT with others, high fiving each other and
genuinely expressing a sense of achievement upon receiving their final test results.
Further study on NWEA RIT scores as an intrinsic motivator would provide greater
insight as to whether or not setting goals and focusing on results contributed to
i ncreased ach ievement.
The fact that the students knew their scores dictated the readiness level by which
new curriculum would be designed and that their interests and abilities were the
indicators by which classroom reading materials were selected, helped them understand
the reason they were being tested so often (three times a year). Once the students
began to see quantifiable growth as a result of their hard work, they began to focus on
improvement. For a collection of students, this helped foster a culture of success in
English Concepts never previously observed. The success of these students led to an
increase in motivation on daily assignments.
Student attendance, however, proved to be another detractor to growth on the
NWEA IVIAP reading test. Six students who did not show growth also accumulated
absences from school that on average totaled one day per week. The fear of students
missing valuable instruction time is so significant that hallway passes will be limited and
a website has been developed to provide students with a daily account of what they
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missed and printable access to every assignment issued in class. The website is now
available at htto ://www2. m o u n dsvi ewsch oo I s .oro/rronda le/index.asp? I D= 1 632.
To improve upon the curriculum and ultimately create greater growth rates
amongst students working with it, the physical structure of the English Concepts
classroom was changed. As a result of the findings from this study,funding was secured
for twenty-three new desks to be placed in the English Concepts classroom along with
four large tables. This is to allow for more efficient group work to take place.
Additionally, a document camera, projector, interactive whiteboard and clickers were all
purchased to increase the engagement of tactile and visual learners. The development
of the English Concepts website not only allows students greater access to the material
if they miss class but it is also a tool of communication for parents to better understand
the course and follow what their son or daughter is doing in their English class on a daily
basis.
The addition of changes to the physical structure of the classroom, the inclusion
of more interactive technology and the continued integration of curriculum that is based
in student interest and readiness level is both the future and the reality of the English
Concepts curriculum at lrondale High School. The development of differentiated
curriculum and instruction must remain an on-going process as the skill level, interest
level and learning style of the students change from semester to semester and year to
year. Fortunately, as a result of this study the English Concepts teacher responsible for
the research and development of curriculum has accepted an additional position at
Irondale High School designed to help other educators implement differentiated
instruction techniques using the NWEA data. This will allow for a greater understanding
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of the data as well as the Descarte,scontinuum of learning with a goal of creating similar
growth amongst a wider population of students.
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Chapter 6: Critical Reflection
While the completion of this leadership project will lead to its author earning a
Master of Arts degree in Education the most important and remarkable outcome is all
the curriculum development it inspired. ln only three years, and largely as a result of this
project, my students have shown greater growth, the physical structure of my classroom
has evolved significantly, my curriculum has improved dramatically, and I have accepted
an instructional strategies position, in which a 1/3 of my school day will be spent helping
special education teachers utilize test data and new technologies.
With a better understanding of the logistics of differentiated curriculum, it became
clear that the physical set-up of my classroom needed to become more flexible and that
I would need access to more technology. When I started at lrondale, like most first year
teachers, I had very little curriculum and even Iess understanding of how to advocate for
new tools. The student's desks were old and engraved with curse words, the most
technologically advanced teaching tool at my disposal was an overhead projector and
the curriculum was yielding little growth. With the a help of an instructional facilitator
assigned to mentor first year teachers and because of the research I had done on
reluctant readers (including information on differentiated classrooms) I advocated for
new desks, brought in four large tables to better facilitate differentiated work within small
groups, and persuaded my principal to purchase a Smartboard, Smart Response
Clickers, a document camera, a mounted projector, and a new laptop for my classroom.
The Smartboard and Smart Response Clickers will increase my ability to engage tactrle
learners. ln addition, use of the clickers during and at the end of each lesson will provide
real time feedback helping to better target students who grasped the objective and those
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that didn't, which will impact how and to whom the concept is taught the next day.The
document camera has already proven to be a great guiding tool for visual learners,
many of whom need a demonstration of how to complete an assignment along with
written and oral directions. Given that a majority of my curriculum is available to
download and print from my course website, a second computer in my classroom will
provide greater access to it for students, teacher assistants and paraprofessionals.
Students will be able to use it to check grades, find missing assignments and as a word
processor. I feel strongly that as a result of this project, my classroom is finally to a
point where the differentiation of assignments, quizzes, projects and tests can be
administered with greater ease while the concepts and objectives can be delivered in a
more interactive and technologically advanced manner. With all the new teaching tools
at my disposal and with my knowledge of how to use technology to better differentiate
the content and process of what and how I teach, I can lead the Special Education
department as we strive to meet lofty goals.
Just as I now feel prepared to lead my department in a more technologically
advanced classroom, I also feel confident I can take NWEA data and with the guidance
of the Des Cartes continuum of learning, Iead teachers within my department in the
writing of curriculum catered to a student's readiness level. The ability to directly target
the point in which a student is ready to learn from is a hugely impactful strategy toward
maximizing growth. Having written over twelve differentiated units in just over two years,
I am confident I can teach others how to organize and analyze NWEA data to better
ensure every student is exposed to the kind of curriculum they specifically need in order
to pass state standardized tests. ln addition, lcan lead teachers in the specia! education
department in the writing of more measurable academic goals on their students
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lndividual Education Plans. NWEA data can and should be used on an IEP to measure
growth, but teachers should also write objectives related to the skills on the Des Cartes
continuum of learning that their student's need to master before growth can be
expected. Setting benchmarks throughout the school year to ensure they are
progressing toward their growth goals is exactly the kind of impact an education plan
should have on a student's learning"experience.
While I pursued a leadership role from the very first day I entered my own
classroom, it was not until I began discussing my research and showing administrators
how I was using NWEA data to differentiate the content of what I taught that I began to
be viewed as a leader. Given the number of students who have shown better than
normative growth over the past two years and because I have embraced the use of
NWEA data as a great measurement tool of student growth, I was offered an
lnstructional Facilitator position in which lwill take the lead amongst my peers when it
comes to testing and building wide preparedness for state standardized tests. My new
role will grant me time to lead special educators teaching English and math on the
implementation of NWEA data driven differentiated curriculum. ln addition, lwill lead
trainings on the use of technology to help teachers use their classroom websites,
smartboards, and smaft clickers to create a more interactive learning environment.
This project assisted my ascension into a leadership role in my school after just
three years of teaching. My passion for differentiated curriculum has grown to the
extent that l'd like to do some adjunct professor work in the near future and ultimately
become a school administrator in the next ten years. I am confident that with a more
professiona! looking and operating classroom and with curriculum that is relevant,
D i fferenti ating Reading C omprehens i on C urri culum
interesting and specifically targeted to student's needs, I can continue to grow as a
!eader amongst educators.
51
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Based on the context of the 1=tsentence of lnto the Wild, choose the best




d. AII of the above
2. Describe at least 3 odd things Chris McCandless did immediately after
graduating from Emory University.
The Alaskan Interior: Chaoter One no. 3-7
congenial -
dissuade -
3. Choose the best inference for why a hitchhiker in Alaska with a Remington
semiautomatic weapon does not give motorists pause, like it might
elsewhere?
a. Unlike in other states hitchhikers in Alaska must not have a history of
murder
b. Unlike in other states hitchhikers in Alaska don't know how to shoot
their guns
c. Unlike in other states hitchhikers in Alaska carry big guns because
many hunt big animals
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4. Why did Jim Gallien suspect that this hitchhiker named Alex was ill prepared
for a multiple month stay in the Alaska wilderness?
5. Why was Alex so willing to get rid of his watch?
6. Which statement best summarizes the main idea of Chapter One from the
perspective of Jim Gallien?
a. Jim reasoned that although thoughtful and strong willed, Chris
McCandless was naive about the difficulty of surviving in the Alaskan
wilderness
b. Jim felt that this odd Alaskan hitchhiker was well prepared and fully
aware of all survival strategies
c. Jim Gallien thought AIex was a "nutcase"
d. Jim fully supported Alex's desire to walk "into the wild"






note: Alex McCandless is Chirs McCandless. Along his travels he changed his
name so as to avoid detection/identification
7. What purpose did this bus once serve miles into the Alaskan wilderness?
8. Based on the context of the following sentence choose a synonym for
"contumacious":
" Thompson, Samel and Swanson, however, are contumacious Alaskans
with a special fondness for driving motor vehicles where motor vehicles




d. all of the above
9. How long had Chris McCandless been dead before he was discovered?
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10. Based on the weight of the decomposed remains what can you conclude was
the cause of death?
11.What do you think was the author's purpose in chapter two?
a. To persuade potential hikers of the dangers of the Alaskan wilderness
b. To inform readers of the setting and discovery of Chris/Alex's dead
body
c. To inform readers of the difficulty of traveling so deep into the
wilderness
d. To show how helpful ATVs can be to hunters




12.What conclusion can you draw about the town of Carthrage, SD based on the
description on 1 5& 16?
13. How did Wayne Westerberg meet Alex McCandless?
14.What does Westerberg say about AIex's worth ethic?
15. Despite loving Crathrage, why does Alex leave?
16.What is ironic about Chris donating $24,000 to OXFAM to help fight hunger,
prior to embarking on this adventure?
17. Choose the most accurate description of Chris McCandless
a. Chris was a spoiled, selfish, and materialistic person
b. Chris was an intelligent, complex, and free-spirited person
c. Chris was a stubborn, thankless person who cared little for anyone but
himself
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18. Describe what happened to the Datsun Chris was driving.
19.What does Walt McCandless mean when he says "Chris was very much of
the school that you should own nothing except what you can carry on your
back at a dead run."
a. This school Chris went to taught him not to own very many things
b. lf you have to many material possessions you'll end up dead
c. Chris didn't care about having nice things - he lived for the experience
of life!
20.Which description best summarizes Alex's experiences in Mexico.
a. He snuck into mexico, quickly got lost and was lucky to find English
speaking duck hunters willing to help him find the ocean
b. His trip to Mexico revealed to him that Mexicans were much friendlier
than Americans
c. Alex was caught returning to the U.S. from Mexico
21.What are you honest impressions of Chris McCandless. ln four sentences of
more, reflect on his way of life and his experiences thus far.




22.What did Chris mean when he wrote "We'll see what happens when spring
comes around because that's when I tend to get really itchy feet."
a. ln the spring he gets a bad case of athlete's foot
b. ln the spring his desire to continue traveling is strong
c. He has to get new socks and shoes every spring
23.What did Chris do for a job while living in Bullhead AZ? How much money did
he make?
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24.Who does Chris visit after leaving Bullhead?
25, Similar to our old friend Holden Caufield, who are Chris's best friends?
26. How does Jan come to find out that Chris is from the East coast (near the
D.C. area)?
27.Chris/Alex personality was described very differently by people in Bullhead
than it was in Niland. How was it different?
28. lf you were to describe this book to someone, which statement do think would
be most accurate:
a. lnto the Wild is about a young man in search of something, but even he
does not know what
b. lnto the Wild is about an intelligent, care-free young man who seeks to
experience life to the fullest
c. lnto the Wild is about a young man who willingly risks his life to live the
way HEwants to live!
d. All of the above











29. How old was Ron Franz when he first met Chris McCandless?
30.What skills does Franz teach Chris?
31. Describe in great detail the belt that Chris makes for himself
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32.After leaving for San Diego and eventually Seattle, what do we find out is
Chris's primary mode of travel?
33.What is the main idea of Chris's letter to Ron on Pages 56 and 57?
a. "The very basic core of a man's living spirit is his passion for
adventu re"
b. Make sure you have a secure future
c. Despite Ron's old age, Chris wants him to move into an "entirely new
realm of experience"
d. Both A and C
34.What does Ron do as a result of Chris's encouragement?





35. Describe Chris's feelings toward his parents prior to starting this adventure.
What swift action does he take?






Fairbanks Chapter Ten pp. 98-102
flora,
fauna
37.What is Jim Gallien's reaction to seeing the headline about a dead body 25
miles west of Healy on the stampede trail?
38.What role does Wayne Westerberg have in helping Alaskan authorities
identify their body as Chris McCandless?
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39.What is ironic about Sam McCandless reading the Washington Post story and
then coming to find out the hiker was his half-brother?
a. Sam McCandless had once died in the Alaskan Woods
b. Sam had felt sorry for the hikers family after reading the article
c. Sam had lost another kin in a similar way








40.What can you infer about the tVlcCandless family from reading the 1=t
paragraph on the bottom of P. 103 to the top of P. 104?
a. Chris's parents are jerks
b. Chris's parents have a lot of money because they have very nice things
c. Chris's parents care more about their cars than they do their son
d. None of the above
41. Describe Walt McCandless. What is his personality like?
42.What example of Chris's "fearlessness" does his father Walt reveal on P.
1 08?
43.As captain of the cross country team, Chris would push himself and his
teammates into unknown and uncomfortable positions. On P. 112 it is said of
Chris that he would "intentionally try to get us lost. We'd run as far and as fast
as we could down strange roads.......then we'd run a slightly slower pace until
we found a road we recognized and race home again at full speed. In a






I Chesapeake Beach Chapter Eleven pp. 103-1 16
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44.Chris could not understand how a person could go hungry living in the U.S.
He would spend his Friday nights in the downtown Washington D.C. area
earnestly trying to improve the lives of pimps and hookers . What can you
conclude about the kind of person he was?
a. He was crazy
b. He was a spoiled rich kid
c. He aspired to be homeless one day
d. He was idealistic about making the world a better place

















45.What brush with disaster does Chris narrowly avoid after first Ieaving home for
the summer?
46. During his travels, what does Chris come to find out about his father?
Virqinia Beach Chapter Thirteen pp. 127-132
recalcitrant -
Bereavement -
47.How might the outcome of Chris's adventure been different had he brought
Buckley with him?
48. Summarize the similar ways in which Walt, Billie and Corine McCandless
g rieved.
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49.What does it mean on P.157 when it says "Chris thumbednoilh through
Skookumchuck and Radium Junction, Lake Louise, and Jasper..."
50. Describe how Chris/Alex managed to trek the 1 ,523 miles of the Alaskan
Highway.
5l.What "magical" find does Chris make early on into his Alaskan travels?
52. Why after deciding to join civilization again, does McCandless turn back and
remain in the bus?







53.What did McCandelss not know that would have saved his life and allowed
him to safely cross the river?
The Stampede Trail Chapter Eiqhteen pp. 187-199
mu n ificence,
precarious
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54.What does the author deduce is the real cause of death?





56.What memorial items do the Walt and Billie McCandless leave on Fairbanks
bus 1 42?












2. Based on the context of the 1't sentence of the book, what does "well-to-do"
mean?
3. Describe at least 3 abnormal things Chris McCandless did immediately after
graduating from Emory University?
The Alaskan lnterior: ChaDter One pp. 3-7
congenial -
Dissuade -
4. What can you infer is the reason a hitchhiker in Alaska with a Remington
semiautomatic weapon does not give motorists pause, like it might
elsewhere?
5. Why did Jim Gallien suspect that this hitchhiker named Alex was ill prepared
for a multiple month stay in the Alaska wilderness?
6. Why was Alex so willing to get rid of his watch?
7. Summarize the main idea of Chapter One from the perspective of Jim Gallien.
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note: Alex McCandless is Chris McCandless, Along his travels he changed his
name so as to avoid detection/identification
8. What purpose did this bus once serve miles into the Alaskan wilderness?
9. Based on the context of the following sentence choose a synonym for
"contumacious":
" Thompson, Samel and Swanson, however, are contumacious Alaskans
with a special fondness for driving motor vehicles where motor vehicles




d. all of the above
10.How Iong had Alex/Chris McCandless been dead before he was discovered?
11. Based on the weight of the decomposed remains what can you conclude was
the cause of death?
12.What do you think was the author's purpose in chapter two?
a. To persuade potential hikers of the dangers of the Alaskan wilderness
b. To inform readers of the setting and discovery of Chris/Alex's dead
body
c. To inform readers of the difficulty of traveling so deep into the
wilderness
d. To show how helpful ATVs can be to hunters
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13.What conclusion can you draw about the town of Carthrage, SD based on the
description on 1 5& 16?
14. How did Wayne Westerberg meet Alex McCandless?
15.What does Westerberg say about Alex's worth ethic?
16. Despite loving Crathrage, why does Alex leave?
lT.Something is ironic when what you would least expect to happen, happens.
What then is ironic about Chris donating $24,000 to OXFAM to help fight
hunger, prior to embarking on this adventure?
18.!f you were describing Chris McCandless to a friend, whatwould you say
about him?






19. Describe what happened to the Datsun Chris was driving
20. What does Walt McCandless mean when he says "Chris was very much of
the school that you should own nothing except what you can carry on your
back at a dead run."
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21. Summarize Alex's experiences in Mexico. What happens to him?
22.What are you honest impressions of Chris McCandless. ln four sentences of
more, reflect on his way of life and his experiences thus far.




23. What did Chris mean when he wrote "We'll see what happens when spring
comes around because that's when I tend to get really itchy feet."
24.What did Chris do for a job while living in Bullhead AZ? How much money did
he make?
25.Who does Chris visit after leaving Bullhead?
26. Similar to our old friend Holden Caufield, who are Chris's best friends?
27. How does Jan come to find out that Chris is from the East coast (near the
D.C. area)?
28. Chris/Alex personality was described very differently by people in Bullhead
than it was in Niland. How was it different?
29.lf you were to describe this book to someone, which statement do think would
be most accurate:
a. lnto the Wild is about a young man in search of something, but even he
does not know what
b. lnto the Wild is about an intelligent, care-free young man who seeks to
experience life to the fullest
c. Into the Wild is about a young man who willingly risks his life to Iive the
way HEwants to live!
d. All of the above
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30. How old was Ron Franz when he first met Chris McCandless?
31 . What skil! does Franz teach Chris?
32. Describe in great detail the belt that Chris makes for himself
33.After leaving for San Diego and eventually Seattle, what do we find out is
Chris's primary mode of travel?
34.What is the main idea of Chris's letter to Ron on Pages 56 and 57?
35. What does Ron do as a result of Chris's encouragement?





36. Describe Chris's feelings toward his parents prior to stafting this adventure.
What swift action does he take?
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37. Saying that Chris was as "chaste as a monk" is an example of what literary
techn iq ue?
Fairbanks Chapter Ten pp. 98-102
flora,
fauna
38.What is Jim Gallien's reaction to seeing the headline about a dead body 25
miles west of Healy on the stampede trail?
39.What role does Wayne Westerberg have in helping Alaskan authorities
identify their body as Chris McCandless?
40.What is ironic about Sam McCandless reading the Washington Post story and
then coming to find out the hiker was his half-brother?








41.What can you infer about the McCandless family from reading the 1=t
paragraph on the bottom of P. 103 to the top of P. 104?
42. Describe Walt McCandless. What is his personality like?
43. What example of Chris's "fearlessness" does his father Walt reveal on P.
1 09?
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44.As captain of the cross country team, Chris would push himself and his
teammates into unknown and uncomfortable positions. On P.112 it is said of
Chris that he would "intentionally try to get us lost. We'd run as far and as fast
as we could down strange roads.......then we'd run a slightly slower pace until
we found a road we recognized and race home again at full speed. In a
certain sense that's how Chris lived his entire life." What kind of comparison
is this?
45.Chris could not understand how a person could go hungry living in the U.S.
He would spend his Friday nights in the downtown Washington D.C. area
earnestly trying to improve the lives of pimps and hookers . What can you
conclude about the kind of person he was?
Annandale Chapter Twelve oo. 117-126
47 .During his travels, what does Chris come to find out about his father?



















46. What brush with disaster does Chris narrowly avoid after first leaving home for
the summer?
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48. How might the outcome of Chris's adventure been different had he brought
Buckley with him?
49. Summarize the similar ways in which Walt, Billie and Carine McCandless
g rieved





50.What does it mean on P.157 when it says "Chris thumbednorth through
Skookumchuck and Radium Junction, Lake Louise, and Jasper..."
5l.Describe how Chris/Alex managed to trek the 1,523 miles of the Alaskan
Highway.
52.What "magical" find does Chris make early on into his Alaskan travels?
53.Why after deciding to join civilization again, does McCandless turn back and
remain in the bus?
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54. What did McCandelss not know that would have saved his life and allowed
him to safely cross the river?
The Stampede Trail ChaFter Eishteen pp. 187-199
m u nificence,
preca rious
55.What does the author deduce is the real cause of death?





57.What memorial items do the Walt and Billie McCandless leave on Fairbanks
bus 1 42?




And Then There Were None
Study Guide
Rlr 200-210
Chapter 1 (P,1-1 1)





2. Why is Vera Claythrone going to lndian lsland?
a. To see her friend Una Nancy Owen
b. For a job
c. Go to school
d. To vacation
3. Vera was the subject of a coroner's inquiry. What does a coroner investigate?
4. What is Philip Lombard's first impression of Vera Claythrone?
5. Why is Emily Brent heading to Indian lsland?
a. To see her friend Una Nancy Owen
b. For a job
c. Go to school
d. To vacation
6. General Macarthur is going to lndian lsland on the promise of seeing:
a. Beautiful sunsets
b. Old friends
c. A Iuxurious mansion
d. Vera Claythrone
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7. List all of the characters mentioned thus far in the story,
8. Mr. Blore is a former detective also on his way to the island. His conversation
with the old man on the train prior to his arrival is quite ominous. What does the
last line of chapter 1 suggest will happen to Mr. Blore?
9. Each character going to lndian lsland seems to be under informed about their
situation once they arrive. Vera Claythorne is surprised to have gotten a job offer
when there were few to be had. Emily Brent can't read the signature on her
vacation invitation. General Macarthur has felt avoided because of a 30-year old
rumor, which should give the reader pause as to why old friends would want to
see him. None of the characters knows much about the island, nor do they know
the millionaire Owen family that supposedly lives there. Make a prediction as to




10.What does Fred Naracott think of the group of people he is bringing to lndian
lsland on his boat?
1 1 . What does Vera Claythorne tell Mrs. Rogers once she reaches her room? What
is her reaction to Mrs. Rogers response? (note: this conversation takes place on
P. 21)
12. Describe the "Ten Little lndians" nursery rhyme hanging above Vera's fireplace.
What happens in each stanza of the nursery rhyme?
Chapler 2 - P.12-27
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l4.Whatwas in the center of the round table? How many of them were there?
15.What do the guests discover they all have hanging in their bedrooms?
16.When all the guests are together for their 8:00 dinner, a high clear voice begins
talking to them. What does this voice accuse each of the ten guests of doing prior
to their arrival on lndian lsland?
17.Who leads the inquiry (questioning) into the playing of the tape?
18.Who ordered the playing of the tape? Who actually played the tape?
19.The group discovers that Mr. Blore is a liar. Why did he tell the group his name
was Mr. Davis and he was from South Africa?
20.What does Judge Wargrave conclude at the end of chapter 3?
Chapter4-P.42-50
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Vocabulary:
lniquitous -
21. Describe how Justice Wargrave "murdered" Edward Seton.
22.What does Dr. Armstrong think of Justice Wargrave's explanation of Edward
Seton's trial?
23.What does Mr. Blore insinuate when he asks Mr. Rogers if he "Came into a little
something after her (Miss Brady) death though? Eh?"
24. How did Dr. Armstrong come to be responsible for Louisa Mary Clees death?





26. What does Dr. Armstrong believe was the cause of death?
27 .Turn back to page 22 and re-read the "Ten Little lndians" nursery rhyme. What
coincidence exists with the start of the nursery rhyme and Anthony Marston's
death?
28. Based on the nursery rhyme, how might the next visitor to the island die?
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29.What does Justice Wargrave admit to himself prior to going to bed his first night
on Indian lsland?
30.What puzzles Mr. Rogers while he is cleaning up the downstairs dining room?
31.What motive could General Macarthur have had for killing Arthur Richmond?
32.What connection to the nursery rhyme does Very Clathorne make prior to falling
asleep?
Chapter6-P.60-70
33.What did Dr. Armstrong dream during his first night on lndian lsland?
34.Whose death does the group wake up to the next morning? What is the cause of
death?
35. Make a prediction: Why doesn't Fred Narracot and his boat ever arrive to pick up
the island guests and bring them back to safety?
36.What "crazy" observation does l\4r. Rogers share with Justice Wargrave in the
dining room?
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Chapter 7 -P.71 -79
Vocabulary:
Acquiesced -
37.What was Mrs. Brent's role in the death of Beatrice Taylor?
38.What realization do Mr. Lombard and Dr. Armstrong finally make regarding the
deaths of Anthony Marston and Mrs. Rogers?
39.What three guests are going to tend to the job of solving the mystery of Mr.
Owen?
ChapterS-P.80-92
40.Which of the 8 remaining guests seems content to meet the end of his life on
lndian Island?
41.What does General Macarthur admit about his role in the death of Arthur
Richmond?
42.Who do the three "detectives" discover is moving about in Mrs. Rogers's room?
43.What do the three finally conclude at the end of Chapter 8?
Chapter 9- P. 93 - 1 11
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44.What does Mr. Lombard say he brought a revolver hand gun with him?
45.Who is the next to die? How did it happen?
46. How many figurines were in the dining room?
47. Who was the clear Ieader amongst the seven that remained on the island?
48.What conclusion does Justice Wargrave come to regarding the identity of Mr
Owen?
49.There is much debate in Chapter I about who among the seven remaining is
responsible for the death of the 3 others. Make a prediction: who do you believe






f . Mr. Rogers
g. Mr. Lombard
50.What was Mr. Macarthur telling Very Claythorne prior to his death? How does this
fit with the nursery rhyme on P. 22?
Chapter 10- P. 112 - 121
51.What is Philip Lombard's justification for believing Justice Wargrave is the
murder?
52.Why does Very Claythorne believe it is Dr. Armstrong?
53. How does Mr. Rogers guarantee there will be "no more lndian tricks tonight?"
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Chapter 11- P. 121 - 132
54. Who is the nextto be killed? What is the cause death?
55. Why would Vera Claythorne ask about bees on the island upon coming across
Mr. Rogers's death? (See P.22 for a hint)
56. Each of the remaining characters continues to question the others. Of the six







Chapter 12- P. 133 - 142
57. Describe what happened to Miss Brent after breakfast
58.Who brought the hypodermic syringe that was used in the most recent murder?
59.What was missing from Lombard's bedside table?
60.What happens to Vera Claythorne when she goes upstairs to take a bath?
Chapter 13 - P. 143 - 152
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61. How does Philip Lombard come to realize Justice Wargrave's innocence?
Chapter 14- P. 153 - 165
Vocabulary
Sagacity -
62. How do the four remaining figure they did not hear the gun shot that killed
Wargrave?
63. How does Blore feel about Wargrave's death?
64.|n the middle of the night, whose footsteps is Blore convinced he hears?
65.What can we assume about Dr. Armstrong upon reading the last sentence of
chapter 14?
66.Go back and read the nursery rhyme on P.22 and then predict how Armstrong
might have died. What is a red herring?
Chapter 15- P. 166 - 177
67. What vita! clue has Vera Claythorne thinking that Dr. Armstrong is not dead?
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68.Why would Vera Claythorne's bear shaped clock give her and Mr. Lombard great
concern?
69. Claythorne and Lombard are certain Dr. Armstrong is the murderer. For the last








70.Who do Claythorne and Lombard find washed up on the shore at the end of
Chapter 15?
Chapter 16 and the P.178 - 184
71. How does Philip Lombard die?
7Z.What does Vera Claythorne do in the dining room, prior to going to bed?
73.What did Vera find waiting for her in her room?
74. How was Vera's death foreshadowed by the "Ten Little lndians" nursery rhyme
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Epilosue - P. 184 - 204
75. Who was the mastermind behind the killings? Read the epilogue and summarize
how he did it.







Recalling facts and details:






2. What reason does the narrator give for the school seeming better kept now than
when he attended Devon School?
a. Varnish, like everything else, had gone to war
b. The faculty cared less about the school then
c. The students today worked harder than those before them
d. None of the above
ldentifying the author's purpose:
3. When the narrator vaguely comments on the "unusual hardness of the marble
stairs" and how he must have overlooked "that crucial fact" long ago, the author is






4. ln the following sentence the phrase draft-baffmeans: The class above us,
seniors, draft-bait, practically soldiers, rushed ahead of us toward the war.
a. Future baseball players
b. Future football players
c. Future soldiers of war
d. None of the above
Drawing conclusions and Making lnferences
5. From chapter 1, why can we conclude that Phineas is the leader of the group
a. He is the 1" to jump from the tree
b. It is his idea to jump from the tree
c. Gene (narratofl jumps because Phineas jumped
d. All of the above





Quiz 2, Chapter 2
Rrr 200-220






Recalting Facts and Details
2. ln chapter 2, who saves Gene from losing his balance and plunging to certain hurl at the
bottom of the tree?
Un dersta n ding seq uen ce
3. Put the following sequence of events from Chapter 2 in chronological order
'1 . Gene loses his balance in the tree and almost plunges to his death
2. Finny talks his way out of trouble for skipping the previous night's dinner
3. Finny wears his pro-war emblem to class
4. Finny used his Devon tie as a belt at the Headmaster's tea
Making Predictions
4. Given Gene's near fall from the tree, we can predict that in the future he will most likely:
a. Focus on maintaining his balance better
b. Warn others of the impoftance of maintaining good balance in the tree
c. Reach out if/when someone else loses their balance
d. All of the above
Drawing Conclusions and making lnferences
5. When Gene narrates that "Mr. Patch-Withers' face was reaching a brilliant shade..." in
response to seeing Finny's use of a Devon tie as a belt we can conclude that:
a. Mr. Patch-Withers was embarrassed for Finny
b. Mr. Patch-Withers was upset with Finny
c. Mr. Patch-Withers initially found the belt to be hilarious














Quiz 3, Chapter 3
RIT 220+
Recalling Facts and Details (Comp Narrative)
1. Why doesn't Gene feel a rush of tremendous gratitude toward Phineas for
practically saving his life?
Recognize examples of literary technique (Literature)
2. The sentence "l was subject to the dictates of my mind, which gave me the
maneuverability of a straight jacket." is an example of what kind of comparison?
S um ma rizing (Comp Narrative)
3. Write a complete and thorough summary of the game "Blitzball?"
Determining Cause and Effect (Comp Narrative)
4. Give at least two causes for Gene's envy of Finny.
Drawing Conclusions; making inferences
5. Using an example from the text, what can you conclude is a reason Gene chose
not to tell Finny he is his best friend?





Part I - Word Recoonition/Ana is and Vocabula rv Exoansion





















A. peculiar or quirky
B. enthusiastic or excited
C. extraordinary or exceptional
D. lifeless or dead
E. quiet or reserved
A. digest or take in
B. invulnerable or closed
C. tribute or honor
D. unspoken or implicit
E. inherent or instinctive
Using the context of the sentence, fill in the blank with a vocabulary word from the word
bank below (worth 2 points each)
A. sedated B. transcended C. irreconcilable D. Solace E. obliterated
11.After Finny found out about Gene's role in his fall from the tree their relationship
could not be repaired; it was
12. Finny was after his injury to help ease his pain
13. Finny's fall from the tree shattered his leg and
future playing sports.
any hope of a
14. Finny's initial willingness to ignore Gene's role in his fall from the tree went above
and beyond or loyal friendship.
15. The only for Finny was seeing Gene excel in spofts
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Paft ll - Com ension Na rrative
Answer the following rnultiple choices questions worth 2 points each:
Recalling facts and Details
16.A Separate Peace opens with Gene visiting whattwo personally important places
on campus?
a. His old dorm and cafeteria
b. The tree and blitzball field
c. The tree and the white marble staircase
d. Gene returns to the school to find everything has changed
ldentify fallacies in logic
17.What was illogical about Finny's view of the world?
a. lf he Ioved something it must Iove him back
b. lf something came easy to him, it come easy to everyone
c. There are no winners and losers - only winners!
d. All of the above
Making inferences and drawing conclusions:
18.What can you infer is the reason Gene tried on Finny's clothes after the accident
a. Jealously motivated his slow transformation into Finny
b. He missed his best friend
c. Finny had nicer clothes than Gene
d. Gene wore the clothes as a show of support for his fallen friend
Recalling Facts and Details.





Recalling Facts and Details.
20.What is the name of the club Finny and Gene staft during summer session
a. The Super Special Society of Summer Session
b. The Super Suicide Society of Summer Session
c. The Super Stupid Soar Society of Spring Session
d. None of the above
Recalling Facts and Details.





Recalling Facts and Details.
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22.Where does Gene tell Finny his version of what happened when Finny fell from
the tree?
a. On the riverbank
b. ln their dorm room
c. At Finny's house just outside of Boston
d. ln the Butt Room at Devon
Recalling Facts and Details.
23.What job does Gene take to avoid playing sports?
a. Crew Manager
b. Crew Supervisor
c. Assistant Crew l/anager
d. Crew anchor
Recalling Facts and Details.





Recalling Facts and Details.





Recalling Facts and Details.





Recalling Facls and Details:
27. How does Finny die?
a. Suicide
b. lnfection in his leg
c. He dies in the war
d. A small amount of bone marrow enters his blood stream and stops his
heart
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Ma king I nferen ces/Drawin g Con clusions
28. lf jobs like the one Gene took as the assistant senior crew manager "always went




d. Both B and C
Recalling facts and details
29.What record did Finny break prior to breaking his leg?
a. Most blitzball tackles in a single contest
b. A swimming record
c. A homerun record
d. A batmitton record
30.What does Brinker try to persuade Gene to do after shoveling snow at the
railroad track?
a. Participate in the 1944 Olympics
b. Dodge the war
c. Enlist in the military
d. Shatter Finny's other leg
Part lll - Literature
Analyze elements of fiction
31.What is the major conflict within A Separate Peace?
a. WW ll
b. Gene feels both love and hate for his best friend, Finny,
c. Gene worships and resents Finny's athletic and moral superiorities.
d. Both B and C
Analyze elements of fiction
32. Whic h statement BEST describes the climax of A Separate Peace
a. Finny's fall down the staircase after realizing Gene's role in his fall from
the tree
b. Finny training Gene for the Olympics
c. Leper enlisting in the war
d. Finny's death
Analyze elements of fiction
33. What best describes the falling action of A Separate Peace
a. the boys put Gene on "trial" for the accident
b. Finny falls down the stairs and breaks his leg again
c. Finny dies during surgery on his leg
d. AII of the above
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Analyze a character's traits





Analyze a character's traits






36.Given the accurate context of the time in which the story takes place (during





I den tify lite ra ry e le m e n ts
37. The following sentence is an example of what literary technique:





Evaluate word choice, style and literary elements
38. What is ironic about Leper Lepellier's name?
a. He was always the 1"tto leap from the tree after Finny's fall
b. He always refused to leap from the tree
c. He died of leprosy
d. He was born to a family of leopards
Analyze elements of fiction
39. Which of the following statements is NOT an example of the theme of
Transformation:
a. Gene wearing Finny's clothes
b. Mr. Prud'Homme as summer disciplinarian
c. Finny shattering his leg and becoming a cripple
d. Summer session transitioning into Winter Session
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Identifying Auth or's pu rpose:
40.What can you conclude is the reason Gene describes the hard white marble
staircase and the tree in chapter 1?
a. They are his favorite places on campus
b. They're the two places on campus Gene feels most comfoftable
c. Gene is a sadistic person and takes pleasure in Finny's painful memory
d. They foreshadow Gene's revelation of Finny's two accidents: the falling
from the tree and the falling down the steps.
Analyze elements of fiction
41 . What statement best describes the setting:
a. The story begins in 1958
b. The story takes place at the Devon School
c. The story takes place in New England
d. The Story quickly flashes back to the years 1942-1943 at the Devon
School in New Hampshire
Analyzing elements of fiction:
4Z.Which of following is NOT symbolized with Finny's fall.
a. the end of summer session-the period of carefree innocence
b. Gene that his resentment and envy are not without consequences, as they
lead to intense feelings of shame and guilt.
c. Finny's literal fal! symbolizes a figurative fall from innocence for Gene
d. AII of the above symbolize Finny's fall
Determining Author's purpose:
43. Which of the following best represents the title A Separate Peace?
a. A Separate Peace is the Devon school's separation from the war
b. Phineas' imaginary worlds create a peace separate from the world at war
c. Gene finally separating himself from Phineas and finding his own identity.
d. All of the Above
Analyzing Litera ry Techn iqaes
44. The following is an example of what literary technique:
Finny was soffieone who always *carried others" and now he was being carried in a
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Dra wing Con clusions/Ma king I nferences
45. How is Finny's funeral really a funeral for Gene as well?
a. He lost a part of himself
b. Gene lost his best friend
c. Gene had transformed into Finny after Finny's accident
d. None of the above
Paft lV - Matching




48. _ Brinker Hadley
49. _ Leper Lepplier
50. _ Dr. Stanpole
A. Seeks justice
B. Loves the outdoors
C. Tells Gene of Finny's death
D. Lives outside of Boston
E. transforms into the best athlete at Devon after Finny's injury
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Appendix H
Differentiation by content
A Separate Peace - Final Unit Test
Item Analysis
ID A 9eparate Peace - Final Unit Test - lan. 20ICI 50/t'lC
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Amusements an Other Activities
1. What do you like to do in your free time?
2. What do you usually do after school? ln the evenings? On weekends?
3. What are your favorite sports? Do you participate or mainly observe?
4. Do you like to make things? lf so, what?
5. What is the 1't thing you would do with 1 million dollars?
6. Do you have pets? What are they?
7. Do you collect things? lf so, what?
8. Do you take private lessons (piano, tennis, etc.)? lf so, what?
9. Do you have any hobbies? lf so, what?
10. lf you could have one wish, what would it be?
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1 1. Are you afraid of some things? lf so, what?
Television, Radio, M . Music. Computers
12. About how many hours a day do you watch TV during the week? On weekends?
13. What TV programs do you Iike and why?
14. About how many hours a day do you listen to the radio during the week? At other
times?
15. How often do you attend movies?
16. What movies have you liked in the last year and why?
17. What musical artists do you like and why?
18. What musical groups do you like and why?
19. Do you play computer games/gaming systems? If so, what systems/games do you
like most and why?
Reading
20. Do you like to read?
21. What type of books do you like and why?
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21. Are there any books you have especially liked? lf so, name them:
26. Do you like comic books? lf so, which ones?
27. Do you like magazines? lf so, which ones?
28. Do you read newspapers? lf so, what parts?
29. What kinds of reading do you enjoy (about animals, sports, people, space travel,
how-to books, etc)?
Vocational and Educational lnterests
30. What would you like to do after finishing school?
33. Do you like school? Why or why not?
34. What subject do you like best and why?
35. What subject do you like least and why?
36. ln what subject do you get your best marks?
37.|n what subject do you get poor marks?
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39. Has any member of your family been to college? lf so, who?
40. Would you like to trave! outside the U.S.? lf so, where?






ln groups of 3, choose ONE assignment from each course:
Drinks:
All groups must create a timeline on a grand scale, borrowing from each of the timelines
your group members created while we read. The timeline should be done
chronologically, neatly and in color, with accurate images, dates and descriptions. lt
should be a thorough description of the important events that Ied up to Chris's death.
Appetizers:
o Create a new book cover for lnto the Wild. Use images important to the story and don't
forget the title and author. This should be completed in color on a large sheet of white
paper. I should recognize the images and understand their significance to the story. lf I
can't, they shouldn't be used on the cover!!
Using a Iarge sheet of white paper re-create the base camp where Chris met his death.
Using a photo provided by Mr. Reetz as a stafting point, draw Fairbanks bus 142, the
Sushana river, the trees, fire pit and surrounding bush to recreate a detailed drawing of
the scene. Your poster should be neatly drawn in color with accurate images.
t
a
I Using a large sheet of white paper, draw a re-creation of the belt Chris made with Ron
Franz. A description of Chris's belt can be found on P. 52. lnclude all of the images
Chris included on his belt and do so in a neat and accurate fashion. You can use colored




Create a new ending where Chris lives! How is he saved? What does he do when he
returns to civilization? Pay pafticular attention to what Chris scrawls on the pages of Dr.
Zhivago on P. 188 about happiness only being real when shared with others. This write
up should be double spaced typed, and should be more than a page in length. Be
descriptive in how Chris is saved and what he does upon returning to the lower 49.
Pretend you are a group of journalists for the Anchoraqe Daily covering the mysterious
death of a young adventurer. Write an article detailing how Chris survived for months in
the wilderness with very little food, experience and preparedness. Then detail how he
was found and his cause of death. You may include your opinion as to whether Chris is a
hero living his life free of the constraints of society or a dumb jerk living recklessly
without pause. Your article should include actual images from the internet (Mr. Reetz can




. Using the outlined map of the United States provided by Mr. Reetz, create your own road
trip. Where would your group go? How would you go about traveling? By car, by thumb,
by train? What might you want to see? Your map should include the route you will take
with a symbol for each stop you make. In addition to the map, you'll also hand in a
journal, describing each stop and what you saw. For example, a stop in New York might
include seeing the Statute of Liberly and the Empire State building. Your journal entries
can be brief, but you need one for each stop and you should have at least 10 stops on
your road tripl
Dessert:
. Write a letter of condolence to Walt and Billie McCandless expressing your sadness over
Chris's death. We can all sympathize with the death of their son, but also recognize that
he has become a world wide adventurous inspiration. You can also state youropinion
based on his ruminating that happiness is only real when shared, and that had Chris
made it out of Alaska alive, he would have wanted to return home to be with his family.
Re-cast the movie for Into the Wild using actors and actresses you think would more
accurately depict Chris's story. Choose an actor for each of the following characters and









Create your own fictional adventure! Create a character, give him or her a name, and
have them accomplish something unbelievable! Perhaps they climb Mount Everest
barefoot, or fall 14,000 feet from a plane with only a bed sheet as a parachute. Be
creative and have fun with your character and his/her adventure. This should be at least




You will have ample class time to complete the assignments and will hand all four of them in as
a group. You will present the final project to the class, briefly describing your timeline, and each
of the 3 assignments you choose from the Appetizer, Main Course and Dessert menu.
Differentiating Reading Comprehension Curriculum 102
Appendix K
Differentiation by Product
And Then There Were None
Menu of Assignments
Final Project
In groups of 3, choose ONE assignment from each course:
Drin ks:
I Using a large white sheet of paper, all groups must create a large and thorough
timeline, The timeline should be done chronologically, neatly and in color, with
accurate images, dates and descriptions. lt should be a thorough description of
the events leading up their arrival on the island and each of the 10 guest's
deaths.
Appetizers:
r Create a new book cover for And Then There Were None. Use images important
to the story and don't forget the title and author. This should be completed in
color on a Iarge sheet of white paper. I should recognize the images and
understand their significance to the story. lf I can't, they shouldn't be used on the
cover!! Be Creative!
Using a large sheet of white paper create a grand image of the lsland and Owen
Mansion. What does it look like? Be sure to include stormy weather and a fierce
ocean tide, Your depiction of the setting for And Then There Were None should
be done neatly, accurately, in color, and with great detail.
o
a Using a Iarge sheet of paper create a poster of the "Ten Little lndians" nursery
rhyme. The text should be large enough that it can be easily read if the poster is
hung in Mr. Reetz's classroom, and the writing should be legible and neat. For
each stanza of the poem, create an image that corresponds to the death it
foreshadowed. For example, Mr. Rogers dies splitting wood - you could have an
image of an axe!
Main Course:
Create a new ending where Justice Wargrave is caught! How is he discovered?
What happens to him when he returns to a couft of law as a criminal rather than a
judge? You should be creative with your writing! This write up should be double






Differentiating Reading Cornprehension Curriculum 103
Main Course Continued
Pretend you are a group of journalists for Devon Daily covering the mysterious
deaths on lndian lsland. Write an article detailing what happened on the island
who was responslble and the motive for the killings. Be sure to detail how it came
to be that Justice Wargrave admitted his crime and how each person met their
death.
Create your own mystery short story, using some of the elements from And Then
There Were None. Your story should also invite 10 people to an isolated place
that they can't leave, and should also kill off each person. You should also have
one of the 10 be responsible for the murders and try and have your reader figure
out who the murderer is!
Write a letter of condolence to a family member for any of the deceased
expressing your sadness over their cruel and unusual death. Explain to the family
member what happened to their kin, and the circumstances surrounding their
invitation to Indian lsland (tell them the reason their family member was invited to
the island is because they were suspected of being responsible for someone
else's death). Your letter should be typed in a proper letter format. lf you choose
this option Mr. Reetz will give you an example letter to follow as your guide.
Cast a movie forAnd Then There Were None using actors and actresses you
think would accurately depict the story. Choose an actor for each of the following












You will have ample class time to complete the assignments and wil! hand all four of
them in as a group. You will present the final project to the class, briefly describing your
timeline, and each of the 3 assignments you choose from the Appetizer, Main Course
and Dessert menu.
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